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Welcome to CPH LIVE 2023. Where should you fly? Maybe long haul?  

Why fly Long Haul? 

✓ You can leave the night before, and do a wonderful turnaround in EKCH coming from east going to west 

✓ You can relax and have an easy flight. 

✓ Feel more important when you land in EKCH. 

Top destinations 

- SAS USA destinations on the East coast (KEWR,KBOS,KIAD,KMIA,KORD,KLAX,KSFO) 

o Most popular and manageable in length is the SAS flights to USA. Arriving at midday, they are 

perfectly combined with proceeding to Asia afterwards, as they do real life. Departure are midday 

as well. Use A330, A350 or even A321! 

- Middle East (OTHH/OMDB) 

o Emirates and Qater are common visitors into Copenhagen, so no matter what A/C type you fancy 

this nice 6:30 sector is available at any time throughout the day. 

- Southeast Asia (VTBS,WSSS,VHHH) 

o If you are really hard core, consider some of the 10 hour+ flights to southeast asia. Your choice 

are rich, from SAS to to a foreign national carrier such as Thai or Singapore Airlines. 

- China & Japan (ZSPD,ZBAA,RJTT,RJAA) 

o Operated by SAS every day, these flights arrive in the morning, before heading to USA at noon. 

Likewise, the arrivals from USA, will proceed to these destinations in the afternoon. If you are 

hardcore enough. These routes are fantastic 

- Medium Aircraft – Long flights 

o Take a look at these options. Canary islands at 6 hours with an A321, or Sonderstrom in less than 

5 hours. Also in Africa and Middle east there are good options. Or Vagar with Atlantic Airways! 

- Cargo Aircraft – All sorts of flights 

o Check the cargo carriers. Especially Emirates Cargo has a large hub in Copenhagen and serves all 

sorts of long haul destination from the US until the Middle east 
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Airport info:  

Scenery 

So many different sceneries we can only recommend the best you can find, by looking at the available ones in 

the top 

Airlines 

- Scandinavian Airlines 
o By far biggest Longhaul carrier out of Copenhagen. A perfect match with A330 or A330Neo or 

even the A350! Also A321 does some of the closer US sectors 

- Qatar/Emirates 
o Operating all day in and out of Copenhagen to doha with 777,787 & A350. You have all the options 

in the world. Or try the A380. Just remember to park at stand C39 

- Air Greenland 
o If you dare fly to Sonderstrom in Greenland, the A330 from Air Greenland is a fun alternative to all 

the big airlines 

- Thai Airways 
o Thai is one of the oldest foreign carriers, and the only one operating the 747 into Copenhagen. 

Planning 

 We recommend using Simbrief or PFPX to plan your flight to local airports. 

 

Enjoy your flight 

Airport Airlines & Type Scenery available from Flighttime 

New York (KFJK/KEWR) SAS/NAX (A330/A350/787) Inibuilds/Drezwicki Design 7:00 
Boston(KBOS) SAS (A330/A350/A320) Fly Tampa 7:00 

Washington(KIAD) SAS (A330/A340/A350) Flightbeam 8:00 
Chicago(KORD) SAS (A330/A340/A350) FSDT/Drezwicki Design 8:30 

Los Angeles(KLAX) SAS (A330/A340/A350) Inibuilds 10:00 
San Francisco(KSFO) SAS (A330/A340/A350) Flightbeam 10:00 

Miami(KMIA) SAS (A330/A340/A350) LatinVFR 8:30 
Doha & Dubai Qatar/Emirates(787/777/A380) Taxi2Gate/FlyTampa 6:30 

Singapore Singapore Airlines (777) Imaginesim 12:00 
Bangkok SAS/Thai (A330/A340/747/777)  11:00 

Hong Kong SAS (A330/A340/A350) Taxi2Gate 10:30 
Shanghai/Beijing SAS (A330/A340/A350) Imaginesim 10:00 

Tokyo SAS (A330/A340/A350) N/A 11:00 
Canaries/Madeira SAS/NAX (A320/A321/737) Aerosoft/MK Studios 5:30/5:00 

Greenland Air Greenland (A330) Freeware BGSF 4:00 
Iceland Icelandair/SAS (757,A320,737) MK Studios 2:30 

Faroe Islands Atlantic Airways/SAS (A320) MK studios 2:00 
Kangerlussuaq Air Grenland/Jettime MK Studios 5:00 


